
Yes No
Maker: World Board

Main Topic/Issue: Predatory Behavior

Proposal: How we can respond to predatory behavior in NA 83 18
Maker: World Board

Main Topic/Issue: Fellowship Development

Proposal: Reimagining/revitalizing services and service committees, especially 
post-pandemic 81 19

Maker: N New England

Main Topic/Issue: Literature and Service Material: Development process

Proposal: We propose that we discuss how to develop a single, well-understood 
process for prioritizing future literature project plans

78 23

Maker: World Board

Main Topic/Issue: DRT/MAT

Proposal: DRT/MAT as it relates to NA how we can best welcome members on 
DRT/MAT lovingly and kindly and how we can cooperate with the current 
treatment approach without compromising our principles or expressing an 
opinion on an outside issue. 72 35
Maker: World Board

Main Topic/Issue: Fellowship Development: Virtual Meetings and Services

Proposal:Virtual meetings and services o   What kinds of resources would help (or 
are helping) your virtual meetings and service bodies? o   What else do you think 
would help create connection to the service structure? 66 32
Maker: Upper Rocky Mountain

Main Topic/Issue: Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust (FIPT)

Proposal: How can we deal with members who continuously promote, utilize and 
share illicit material? 63 34
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Maker: World Board

Main Topic/Issue: Gender terminology

Proposal: Gender specific language in NA literature and creating language that is 
welcoming to new members 62 37

Maker: World Board

Main Topic/Issue: Literature and Service Material: Development Process

Proposal: How can we better create usable tools for members and groups outside 
of the recovery literature process? How do we get them to groups and meetings?

62 32
Maker: EDM

Main Topic/Issue: Literature Printing and Distribution

Proposal: To explore the potential and feasability for WSO Europe to expand 
operations to printing non-English language literature to meet the growing 
demands and overcome some of the supply chain issues, including high customs 
fees and shipping problems. 61 33
Maker: World Board

Main Topic/Issue: WSC Seating

Proposal: WSC Seating – How does seating zonal delegates at the WSC impact how 
we look at regional seating? What should the criteria be for a body to be seated at 
the WSC? 60 40

Maker: Utah

Main Topic/Issue: Financial 

Proposal: Publish a request to all Zones, Regions, Areas, Meetings, and members to 
donate $10MM to NAWS each year as a goal. This would cover all expenses and 
allow us to not depend on literature sales and be FULLY self-supporting. This is 
$3/week per meeting world wide... or ... $8/week per US meeting. We are a large 
fellowship, with alot of members, and the math is simple.

56 40
Maker: British Colombia

Main Topic/Issue: WSC-related matters: Other

Proposal: to begin discussion and planning to move away from a CAR driven WSC to 
a Project based WSC 55 46
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Maker: N New England

Main Topic/Issue: Financial

Proposal: We propose that we discuss how to create new revenue streams to 
supplement existing sources of revenue (literature sales, member contributions)?

53 38
Maker: Greater Illinois

Main Topic/Issue: Fellowship Development Communication

Proposal: Provide a medium to help with this to make things more clear and more 
transparent to help share information better. 52 34
Maker: Brazil

Main Topic/Issue: Fellowship Development: Virtual Meetings and Services

Proposal: Embracing virtual service structures 52 38

Maker: Mid Atlantic

Main Topic/Issue: Literature and Service Material: Development process

Proposal: Create two effective vehicles. One for creating and updating recovery 
literature. Another for updating and creating Service literature. Stop using the CAR 
survey for prioritizing literature projects because it does not work, except for using 
it solely to priorities already approved projects in the meantime until a new process 
that is approved by the WSC is developed.

51 44
Maker: Greater Illinois

Main Topic/Issue: Fellowship Development: Volunteer Coordination

Proposal: Make better use of experience and volunteer resources around the 
world. 49 42
Maker: British Colombia

Main Topic/Issue: WSC Seating

Proposal: to begin discussions on what zonal representation would look like as 
apposed to Regional Representation 46 52
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Maker: New Jersey

Main Topic/Issue: Literature and Service Material: Development Process

Proposal: How do we challenge the WSC body to take ownership and devote the 
time/energy to debate/discuss and come to a definitive decision on what will be 
the clearly defined method for literature creation/development decisions?

45 47
Maker: Carolina

Main Topic/Issue: Fellowship Development: Volunteer Coordination

Proposal: How could NAWS better leverage the fellowship's IT and Software 
Engineering expertise to assist with the WSO's IT projects? 43 49
Maker: Minas

Main Topic/Issue: Fellowship Development: Virtual Meetings and Services

Proposal: Establishment of clear criteria for the functioning of a virtual CSA and a 
virtual Region. 41 46

Maker: How Brazil

Main Topic/Issue: Literature: Translations

Proposal: The How region proposes that we discuss how it is possible for us to have 
agility in translating literature into more languages, considering that the first item 
of NA's vision is that: All addicts in the world can experience our message in their 
own language and culture, and find a new way of living; WE KNOW THAT MANY 
WORKS DEPEND ON THE COMMUNITY AND REGION BUT CAN NAWS COLLABORATE 
AND HOW CAN THE CONFERENCE HELP?

36 51
Maker: Minas

Main Topic/Issue: WSC Processes

Proposal: That the publication of the 90-day advance virtual WSC interim material 
be made available simultaneously in all languages. 36 54
Maker: Central Atlantic

Main Topic/Issue: Service Material: Create or revise service material

Proposal: Discuss a proposal to change all service material over a ten or some 
determined time that is in need of updating be changed if needed to conference 
approval or world board approved to allow an easier process to update our service 
literature. 34 55
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Maker: How Brazil

Main Topic/Issue: Literature and Service Material: Development process

Proposal: In view of the information we had during the conference regarding topics 
related to projects that are in progress and have not been completed, all of them, 
whether new literature, translations, the proposal of the How Brasil Region is that 
the conference discuss and take a decision together with WB and Naws so that all 
these projects and translations that are stopped can continue and be finalized. Our 
concern is that more and more new projects are approved and those that exist are 
stopped or under development, but we think that the priority is to finish what is 
already in progress before starting new projects.

33 54

Maker: Venezuela

Main Topic/Issue: Special Days 

Proposal: Annually, it si very important For NA worldwide to commemorate World 
Newcomer Day, since as our literrature mentions "It is the most important perdón". 
We propone February 2 which is Jimmy K.'s clean time date, OR a day un Augusto ir 
October 5 which is when NA started un they world.

33 59
Maker: Nebraska

Main Topic/Issue: Literature: Create or revise literature

Proposal: To utilize Informational pamphlets instead of changing all of our literature 
with motions 14 &15 32 56

Maker: Kentuckiana

Main Topic/Issue: WSC Processes

Proposal: I would like to create a tool of some sort to better prepare conference 
participants by familiarizing them with concepts and the flow of business that is not 
a written document. It could have a written document as a portion of it but the 
main idea would be to create a tool for people who learn in different ways. 
Whether it’s a skit the Saturday before the conference to roll play the process of 
voting on a motion or a yearly virtual meetings held by members in friendly time 
zones to help familiarize CPs with procedure and concepts before the conference to 
help the flow of business go more smoothly.

32 59
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Maker: British Colombia

Main Topic/Issue: WSC-related matters: Other

Proposal: to have a group travel insurance policy for WSC participants 32 61

Maker: Baja Son

Main Topic/Issue: Literature and Service Material: Development process

Proposal: 1. We the Bajason Region have seen that one of the items the World 
Board likes to emphasize is the use of the Literature/Project Survey as a tool in 
prioritizing projects for consideration at the World Service Conference. The Survey 
technique is touted as a way to avoid regions making motions for specific literature 
projects. There are issues with the Literature Survey as a mechanism to aid in 
fellowship decisions. To begin with, the Literature Survey only has items sent to the 
fellowship and placed there by the World Board. There is no published mechanism 
to nominate literature projects to be in the next survey. The Survey itself does not 
give any context or perspective on what the item would be, or the unmet need or 
the reason it is being requested. Therefore the fellowship has no background 
information to make an informed judgement on what is needed. In order for the 
Literature Survey to be an effective tool in determining the value of given 
submissions there needs to be an explanation of what is being proposed and how 
this fills an unmet need.

30 58

Maker: LAZF

Main Topic/Issue: Special Days

Proposal: Delegate to the World Board to set an exact date for the existing World 
Unity Day, when it is not celebrated, at our World Conventions, and then 
incorporate it into the annual calendar of the days already established by the WSC, 
of events NA and NAWS. Example: September 1, or first Saturday in September. 
When this activity is not done, every 3 years, through the respective event of our 
World Conventions, currently, there is confusion regarding this issue, and it is good 
that we all know when is the official date of said event, so that members We, 
groups, committees, bodies or local service agencies, regions and zones, celebrate 
it together, and in parallel or simultaneously, as it happens every year, and 
precisely, with the World Service Day, the 1st May, World PR Week, the first week 
of June, and World Sponsorship Day, December 1.

30 57
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Maker: LAZF

Main Topic/Issue: WSC Processes

Proposal: THE MOTIONS INCLUDED IN THE CAR CANNOT BE AMENDED BY DRs less 
than 3 months in advance of WSCNA Delegate to the World Board, to review in 
detail, the processes and procedures of the GSMNA and the WSC, regarding the 
non-acceptance of further amendments to the ideas or proposals of the IAC or VAC, 
before each WSC, with less than 3 MONTHS prior to said event, so that the DRs or 
the regions arrive at the WSCs with their well-represented voice about each one of 
them, stating what they want to be done with each amendment of a corresponding 
IAC or VAC theme or matter.

30 60
Maker: Nebraska

Main Topic/Issue: Other: New material

Proposal: To create a token to commemorate working each of the 12 steps 27 69
Maker: LAZF

Main Topic/Issue: Special Days 

Proposal: Submit to the decision of the Delegates an exact date for the founding of 
NA of the world, and incorporate it into the annual calendar of days already 
established by WSC, world NA events, and NAWS. Choosing between: 1) July 15 or , 
2) October 5. 27 60

Maker: Israel

Main Topic/Issue: Literature Printing and Distribution

Proposal: Exploring the feasibility of NAWS printing literature locally in regions and 
zones where literature deliveries are consistently delayed by more than 45 days

26 54
Maker: Grande Sao Paulo

Main Topic/Issue: Public Relations

Proposal: Our proposal to discuss the possibility of having a unique visual identity 
that identifies us in all the world 26 67
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Maker: Greater Philadelphia

Main Topic/Issue: Service Material: Create or revise service material

Proposal: To direct the World Board to create a project plan for the next World 
Service Conference(WSC) for the development of a new Workbook for the group 
entitled "Our Fair Share." 25 67
Maker: Baja Son

Main Topic/Issue: Literature and Service Material: Development process

Proposal: Establish resource materials and study guides literature category. To 
direct the World Board to describe and propose a new NA Literature Category that 
encompasses reference materials and study guides. 22 67
Maker: Greater Illinois

Main Topic/Issue: WSC Processes

Proposal: Why doesn't the WSC disclose the votes of all regions/conference 
participants? 6 84
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